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Revisit, Explain, Use
Check the children can tell you which letters are vowels.
Show the children the grapheme ay and ask what the phoneme correspondence is. Ask if 
the children know any other ways to write the grapheme that makes an “ay” sound (/eɪ/).
Is this a long sound or short sound? Compare hat with hate and ensure children can hear 
the difference. Call out the words man and main / cap and cape and ask children to put their 
thumbs up if they can hear an “ay” sound.
Share a phoneme spotter story that exemplifies alternative spellings for “long a” phoneme.

Identify words, collect in a best-bet table; share examples from below.

LO: Learn common alternative spellings for long 
vowel phoneme: a /eɪ/ say, came, bait

Teach, Model, Define
Use the best bet grid and select two or three teaching points to discuss, e.g. the most
common spelling/positioning of the grapheme in words.
• vowel digraph ay (Y1)
• vowel digraph ai (Y1)
• split vowel digraph a_e (Y1)
• grapheme a on its own (baby, table)

e.g. the ay grapheme is the best bet when the long a is found at the end of a
syllable such as play or crayon. The a-e is often found before a k – cake, awake.
Ask children to study the table and come up with other statements like this.
Model segmenting words into individual phonemes and placing them in a
phoneme frame:

 p       l         ay           f        l         a       k           e

Sequence 1
Y3 Revision of long a
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Y3      7

Apply, Assess, Reflect
Revisit learning and discuss any misconceptions.

Dictate a sentence using words taught.

Ask children to come up with silly sentences that use the different GPCs studied.

Challenge children to look in their reading books for multisyllabic words using this 
grapheme: explaining, shameful.

Minor gaps

Compare the two best bets for this 
phoneme and support children to 
create chains of words following the 
same pattern. Use rhyme and analogy. 
Encourage children to use
a phoneme frame to build words.

Major gaps

Choose the best bet and support child to 
segment words using a phoneme frame.

Practise, Explore, Investigate
Ask the children to write a word not on display containing the same phoneme as some of 
the words listed (e.g. mistake).
Where there are potentially two possible spellings, ask the children to write which grapheme 
they think might be in a particular word and decide whether they think it is correct when they 
have looked at it written down. For example: mistaik or mistake? Children work with partners 
to create sets of words with the same long a grapheme.
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ai ay a - e eigh 
laid brain day glade came case brave eight 

maid chain play jade game chase cave freight 
paid drain may made same  gave weight* 
raid gain say shade shame ace grave  

 grain stray  tame face rave sleigh 
fail main slay age blame grace save  

mail pain spray cage dame lace shave ea 
nail rain tray page fame pace slave great 
tail Spain crayon rage frame race wave break 
sail stain delay stage flame space behave steak 
rail            train  wage name    

 bait  bake cane ate   
aim wait  brake Jane crate Sometimes Rare 

claim trait  cake lane date a e - e 
   drake mane gate lady fete 
   fake pane hate baby  
   flake plane late apron ey 
   lake  mate able they 
   make dale plate table  
   rake gale rate label aigh 
   sake male skate nation straight* 
   snake pale slate strange*  
   take sale spate   
   wake tale state   
     separate*   
        

*words from Y3/4 statutory word list 
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Revisit, Explain, Use
Check the children can tell you which letters are vowels.
Show the children the grapheme ee and ask what the phoneme correspondence is. Ask if 
the children know any other ways to write the grapheme that makes an “ee” sound (/iː/ ). 
Is this a long sound or short sound? Compare set with seat and ensure children can hear 
the difference. Call out the words ten and teen / chef and chief and ask children to put their 
thumbs up if they can hear an “ee” sound.
Share a phoneme spotter story that exemplifies alternative spellings for long e phoneme.
Identify words, collect in a best-bet table; share examples from below.

LO: Learn common alternative spellings for long 
vowel phoneme: e /iː/ she, bead, see, scheme, chief

Teach, Model, Define
Use the best bet grid and select two or three teaching points to discuss, e.g. the most
common spelling/positioning of the grapheme in words.

• vowel digraph ee (Y1)
• vowel digraph ea (Y1)
• vowel digraph ie (Y1
• split vowel digraph e_e (Y1)
• grapheme e on its own

E.g. the e-e grapheme is uncommon and therefore not a good best bet. The digraph ie
generally precedes an f or v: thief, grieve.

Ask children to study the table and come up with other statements like this.

Model segmenting words into individual phonemes and placing them in a phoneme frame:

   th       ie        f

    s       qu      ea      k

Sequence 2
Y3 Revision of long e
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Apply, Assess, Reflect
Revisit learning and discuss any misconceptions.

Dictate a sentence using words taught.

Ask children to come up with silly sentences that use the different GPCs studied.

Challenge children to look in their reading books for multisyllabic words using this 
grapheme: easily, breathable, squeezing.

Minor gaps

Compare the two best bets for this 
phoneme and support children to 
create chains of words following the 
same pattern. Use rhyme and analogy. 
Encourage children to use a phoneme 
frame to build words.

Major gaps

Choose the best bet and support child to 
segment words using a phoneme frame.

Practise, Explore, Investigate
Ask the children to write a word not on display containing the same phoneme as some of 
the words listed (e.g. greet).
Where there are potentially two possible spellings, ask the children to write which grapheme 
they think might be in a particular word and decide whether they think it is correct when they 
have looked at it written down, e.g. greet or grete? Children work with partners to create sets 
of words with the same long e grapheme.
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ee ea e - e ie e 
see cheek been lead deal eat these chief he 

three Greek green read heal beat Eve thief we 
tree leek keen bead meal bleat Steve grief she 
knee meek queen peal cheat even relief be 
agree seek seen beak real heat scene brief me 
free sleek screen freak seal meat gene belief 

week leak steal neat Pete recent* 
creep beet peak squeal peat complete* field 
deep bleed feet speak veal seat extreme* shield 
keep breed fleet squeak teat scheme 
peep creed meet streak cheap treat theme niece 

sheep deed sheet weak heap wheat piece 
sleep feed sleet leap repeat 
steep greed sweet bean reap believe* 
sweep need - e clean relieve 
weep seed freeze Jean sea east thieves 

speed breeze lean tea beast grieves 
feel weed sneeze mean plea feast 
heel wheeze pea least 

  kneel  seem team peace yeast 
peel teen steam Easter 
reel thirteen beam grease 

steel  eighteen gleam release 
wheel cheese ream increase* ` 

*Words in the Y3/4 statutory word list




